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IF YOU WANT to be sure there's a solid foundation to all your networking efforts, you need to
read Novell's Four Principles of NDS Design. Authored by Novell experts Jeffrey F. Hughes and
Blair W. Thomas, this insightful guide not only reveals the principles of Novell Directory Services
design but also offers the practical, step-by-step information you need to be able to put them
into action. From trees to synchronization, from objects to partitions, Novell's Four Principles of
NDS Design provides the authoritative, high-level guidance every Novell professional needs.

About the AuthorOlga Kokoreva is a technical support specialist, IT consultant, and technical
writer. She is the author of Windows XP Registry, Windows 2000 Registry, Windows ME
Registry, and Windows XP Registry.
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Doesn't Matter, “An indispensable NDS design reference. This book is the standard. If you are
installing NDS this is the book you MUST read before you begin. Critics of NDS are typically
those who do not understand what a directory is and what it can do for you. This book will set
them straight. Complaints about NDS installations arise due to poor installations. This book can
prevent that. This book breaks down the information and is very easy to digest. This is an
amazing book, and if you can find a copy of it, buy it. It's all about doing it right the first time,
something far too few IT professionals understand. If you work with Netware and NDS, this is
book should be in your library.”

The book by Jeffrey F. Hughes has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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